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Abstract. 2014 The present paper is concerned entirely with models in which the magnetic electrons do not migrate from atom to atom. Part I reviews the progress made since 1950 by various workers in calculating the Curie point for the Heisenberg model and the behavior of the susceptibility above it. The calculations have been greatly improved in recent years by including more terms in the series method, and in extending both this method and that of Bethe-Peierls-Weiss to higher values of the spins. Furthermore, the B-P-W theory has been applied to ferrimagnetism, and especially to antiferrimagnetism where it gives both the Néel point and the corresponding maximum value of the susceptibility. The so-called constant coupling approximation of Kasteleijn and Van Kranendonk is a relatively simple method which gives surprisingly good results for threedimensional lattices. Part II reviews recent developments in the calculation of the magnetization at very low temperatures by the method of spin waves. Part III is concerned with ferromagnetic anisotropy. Here it is necessary to generalize the Heisenberg model by including spin-orbit interaction, since otherwise no anisotropy results. A general proof is given that with quadrupole type coupling, the cubic anisotropy constant K1 should vary as the tenth power of the magnetization a low temperatures. In ferrites a " one-atom " model of the anisotropy can be used, but in ferromagnetic materials where the spins of the individual atoms are 3/2 or less it, is necessary to include coupling between atoms to obtain appreciable anisotropy. The [6] .
Before leaving the discussion of antiferromagnetics we may mention an interesting papier by Miss O'Brien [7] Existing proofs [19, 20] Comparison of (17) and (18) giving us the sixth rather than tenth power law (cf., Eqs. (17) and (18)).
We must by all means mention that Akulov [17] obtained the tenth power law as far back as 1936.
He used a classical calculation more or less equivalent to that involved in our Eqs. (20) and (21 (23) follows in the same fashion as did (15) frÓm (16) and (17 (25) which is non-diagonal in the exchange or molecular field energy, an anisotropic member of cubic structure can be obtained, as has been shown by various writers [16, 22] . In an interesting recent paper, Wolf [23] has called attention to a similar situation in connection with a one-atom spin-Hamiltonian with axial symmetry, i.e., or more generally (rhombic symmetry),
In the first approximation the effect of (26) (8) . They find good agreement with experiment, using Eqs. (10) and (11) 
